I. Introductions – Tom Rooney

II. Presentation on Competitive Procurement of Electricity and Gas
   Michael Morin, Constellation New Energy

III. Discussion of Competitive Procurement – Committee
   a. Tie-in with green power and renewable energy
   b. Potential savings going to sustainability-related projects
   c. Longer term goals – aggregation with other communities

IV. Update on Committee’s actions concerning Middle School – Ned Raynolds & Committee

V. Follow-up Discussion on NH Carbon Challenge Presentation – Committee
   a. Interest in a Portsmouth Challenge? – suggested that we learn from current pilots first and roll something out later this year

VI. Brief Summary of Step-it-Up Campaign Event – Gary Epler & Ned Raynolds

VII. Update on Emissions Inventory Intern – Cindy Hayden / Peter Britz

VIII. Discussion of Rotating Facilitator for Committee Meeting – Bert Cohen & Committee

IX. Wrap up and Adjourn